### ENGINEERING BOND PAPER
- **430**: 20LB Bond Paper
- **433**: 20LB 30% Bond Paper (Recycled)
- **100BRC**: 20LB 100% Bond Paper (Recycled)
- **435**: 24LB Bond Paper
- **436**: 32LB Bond Paper
- **440**: 40LB Bond Paper
- **432**: 20LB Bond Paper (Blue/Green/Pink/Yellow)
- **450**: 18LB Bond Paper (Translucent)

### FIBERLOCK™ BOND PAPER
- **434**: 20LB FIBERLOCK™ Premium Bond Paper
- **437**: 24LB FIBERLOCK™ Premium Bond Paper

### INKJET BOND PAPER
- **730**: 20LB Inkjet Bond Paper
- **731**: 24LB Inkjet Bond Paper
- **732**: 20LB Inkjet Bond Paper (Blue/Green/Pink/Yellow)
- **733**: 20LB Inkjet Bond Paper (Recycled)
- **740**: 20LB High Brite Inkjet Bond Paper
- **750**: 18LB Bond Paper (Translucent)

### INKJET COATED PAPER
- **714**: 24LB Coated Matte Paper (Economy)
- **745**: 24LB Coated Matte Paper
- **748**: 28LB Coated Matte Paper
- **746**: 36LB Coated Matte Paper
- **747**: 46LB Coated Matte Paper
- **753**: 48LB Premium Coated Matte Paper
- **446**: 24LB SIMPLE Coated Matte Paper (C2S)
- **448**: 28LB SIMPLE Coated Matte Paper (C2S)
- **752**: 38LB Matte Paper with PSA

### VELLUM
- **471**: 20LB Engineering Vellum
- **472**: 17LB Engineering Vellum
- **772**: 20LB Inkjet Vellum
- **771**: 17LB Inkjet Vellum

### ENGINEERING MATTE FILM
- **494**: 4 MIL Engineering DM Film
- **OMM4X**: 4 MIL Engineering DM Film (Economy)

### INKJET MATTE FILM
- **703D**: 3 MIL DM Inkjet Film
- **7924D**: 4 MIL DM Inkjet Film
- **130444**: 4 MIL DM Inkjet Film (Economy)

### INKJET CLEAR FILM
- **348**: 4 mil Clear Film with Side Stripe

### INKJET PHOTO PAPER
- **782**: 7 mil Gloss Photo Paper
- **783**: 7 mil Satin Photo Paper
- **790**: 8 mil Gloss Photo Paper
- **791**: 8 mil Satin Photo Paper

### POSTER PAPER
- **514**: 8 mil Satin Poster Paper
- **501**: 8 mil Select Satin Poster Paper (Latex & UV)

### AQUEOUS INKJET BANNER & VINYL
- **900**: 15 mil Scrim Vinyl Banner
- **902**: 8 mil Polypropylene Banner
- **903**: 9 mil Polypropylene Banner PSA
- **905**: 3.5 / 11 mil Self Adhesive Vinyl
- **906**: 10 mil Tyvek Banner
- **764**: 22 mil Matte Canvas

### DIAZO PAPER
- **241BF**: 20LB Fast Speed Blueline
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Phone: 800-473-1200  
customerservice@dietzgen.com
About Dietzgen
Dietzgen Corporation provides converting and distribution services for digital print media including papers, films and textiles to the US market. Founded in 1989, today’s Dietzgen is a privately held corporation with eight (8) dedicated facilities, completing a nation-wide manufacturing and distribution network allowing quick and efficient service.

The Dietzgen brand has been proudly serving our customers for more than one hundred years.

Our Customer Service team is ready to answer your questions.

To learn more, call (800) 473-1200 or visit our website at www.dietzgen.com